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The designers do agree that there are some color tips
that you can take from the Oval Office design team's
choice of hues. Here are seven of them:
1. Don't overdo

If you're striving for an elegant look, "for the bulk of the room, use colors that are long-lasting; not the latest
trends," says Wax, author of Can't Fail Color Schemes. "Bring contrasting colors in as accents, with accent
pillows or accent chairs."
The Oval Office makeover is lacking in accent color, says Jernigan. "With no color contrast to engage one's eye,
the desk and draperies are the star of the show (more like, understudy)," she says. "For our first president of
color.... I have to ask, where's the color, Mr. President?"
2. Add a dash of citrus for zing
"If the yellow of the flowers on the side table permanently enlivened the room as throw pillows on the sofa, it
would look better," says Griffin, author of "Design Rules: The Insider's Guide to Becoming Your Own Decorator."
"Raspberry would also do the trick, but is a little girly for the leader of the free world's lair."
"A good color story adds rhythm and life to a room," says Jernigan. "The trick, however, is to successfully
integrate that key anchor color along with accent and neutral color(s) successfully throughout the room so as to
keep your eye moving to create a feeling of balance throughout. No one element should overwhelm or dominate
the room."
3. You can't beat Mother Nature
The coffee table in the Oval Office is adorned with a bowl of apples. "Using fruits and veggies for tabletop
centerpieces is a favorite trick of decorators, who know that they're cheaper and longer-lasting than flowers," says
Griffin. "Almost any fruit or veggie will do; the bowl should be a pretty one."
4. Use natural color combos in threes
Add depth to the room by using colors in groups of threes. "Choose a color combination that exists in nature, and
your color triad can't go wrong," says Griffin. "The blue of the table lamps in the Oval Office ups the style ante and
adds visual sophistication to the room's beige color story." Think Earth and sky.
5. Stripe it rich
"Stripes add an elegant element of visual texture to any room," says Griffin, who noted the new wall paper in the
Oval Office. The closer in color they are, the more sophisticated and less circus-like they are, she says. "Stripes
of four to seven inches in width look best. The larger your space, the larger the stripe can be."
6. Consider the architecture
Select furnishings in style and color that match the architecture of your home, says Jernigan. "It can, as seen [in
the Oval Office], feel disjointed to decorate in a style totally dissimilar from the bones of your house. The odd
Pottery Barn vibe to the sofas and woefully clunky modernity of the coffee table looks like they belong in a
suburban media room, not the office of the ruler of free world. Are visiting heads of state supposed to kick off their
shoes?"
7. Contrast your upholstery and rug
In the Oval Office, "the sofas' tobacco-y brown velvet calls for a paler-hued rug. Cream is just what the doctor
ordered," says Griffin about the Oval Office rug. To get the lightness of a cream or ivory rug in your home and not
drive yourself insane keeping it clean (unlike at the White House, where stains are lifted regularly), opt for nylon or
a nylon/wool combo, she says.
The Oval Office now has a residential feel, which makes it feel more cozy, says Wax. "It shows a sense of
confidence of the person who is in the room and reflects the understated person that Obama is. He is not flashy
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with bright colors."
Still trying to decide which is right for you? Here are some AOL Real Estate guides to help you no matter whether
you choose to buy or rent:
How to Shop for Your First Home
Tips for Finding a Rental Apartment
More on AOL Real Estate:
Find out how to calculate mortgage payments.
Find homes for sale in your area.
Find foreclosures in your area.
Get property tax help from our experts.
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=== http://www.dearsales.com ======
Handbags(Coach lv fendi d&g) $35
Tshirts (Polo ,ed hardy,lacoste) $16
Jean(True Religion,ed hardy,coogi) $30
Sunglasses(Oakey,coach,gucci,Armaini) $16
New era cap $15
Bikini (Ed hardy,polo) $25
==== http://www.dearsales.com ====
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